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One of the most inane of the deniers around is the climate science harasser Russell Cook. He's a
hatchet man for the Heartland Institute and can frequently be found fighting with commenters on
editorials by Tom Harris. When Harris is unable to defend his comments, Cook steps in and attacks
the commenters for him. Problem is, his attacks are always the same, no matter what the facts are,
and go along the line of, "You don't have physical evidence." No, really. I'm not even exaggerating.

Mr Cook is claiming that SEC filings, legal documents, corporate statements, internal documents,
IRS tax records, etc. don't count as 'physical evidence.' He also wants you to believe this evidence
would not stand up in court so, therefore, climate change isn't real. Among these documents is a
leaked memo from the American Institute of Petroleum which revealed detailed plans to "recruit,
train, and pay willing scientists to sow doubt about climate change among the media and the public.
Cook would have you believe this isn't evidence.
  
I'm sorry, Russell, your logic is a major failure. But, that's not new. That's what happens when you're
paid to lie about climate change. And, yes, he's paid to lie about climate change. By his own
admission, he has been receiving yearly grants from the Heartland Institute. Heartland is an anti-
science organization funded, in part, by the fossil fuel and tobacco industries to undermine science
to prevent legislative actions that would harm their clients. Heartland, and it's subordinates such as
Russell Cook, have never been able to produce any scientific evidence to support their claims or to
produce any science that can credibly undermine the accepted science concerning manmade
climate change.

What he did in his blog was to make a full confession and publish it as a public statement that he is
funded by an anti-science organization, which is itself funded by the fossil fuel and tobacco
industries to undermine science for the sake of their clients. What he accomplished was to confess
that he is a paid shill to undermine climate science. In his parlance, this is admissible in court and I
screen grabbed his confession before he had a chance to remove it. And, the 'poor, old, pitiful me'
ploy does not change anything. He cannot go into court and claim he is not a paid shill because he
got paid a "meager" amount. And, the 'no-strings' claim won't fly either. He has, by his own
admission, received the funding for a number of years. This also shows a pattern of behavior and
indicates the funding was given to him on a quid pro quo basis. In other words, the funding was
provided as a reward for his efforts in regards to Heartland's mission. Again, this is admissible in
court. So, yes, he confessed to being a paid shill.
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Highlight
I don't deny climate change or global warming.

appleimac
Highlight
Just askin'

http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Keating-5-15-weirdness-1024x939.jpg

appleimac
Highlight
This is an infrequent thing, but Harris has long known about my hobby of challenging online commenters to show what their evidence is proving skeptics are crooks, so he lets me know about various critics at his articles or letters-to-the-editor.

appleimac
Highlight
No, I don't state my material as assertions, I offer the commenters the opportunity to show the audience how they support their position.

E.g. my comment here: http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/WheresEv.jpg
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Highlight
How could it possibly stand up as evidence of corruption if it contains no instances of money being paid in exchange under an arrangement for lies, and fabricated reports and viewpoints?
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Highlight
Nobody has proven I'm anything but unemployed, including the IRS.

http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/IRS-letter-12-21.jpg

appleimac
Highlight
At my blog or in my 70+ online articles, I seldom mention climate science details in any depth, but when I do, the elemental question is, what specifically are my lies?

E.g.:  http://www.americanthinker.com/2012/06/global_warmings_killer_critical_thinking.html
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Highlight
Hardly. They publish the NIPCC reports, which cite both material from the IPCC and from skeptic papers in order to make the case that the IPCC has not conclusively proven that AGW is primarily driven by human-induced greenhouse gases. Organizations such as Greenpeace are arguably anti-science, since they dismiss skeptic climate scientists' material out-of-hand as fossil fuel industry-created lies.
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Highlight
I am a subordinate to nobody.

appleimac
Highlight
I routinely cite the IPCC which itself cites peer-reviewed science journal-published papers. The question here is what exact climate science expertise does Keating have to say the NIPCC is not credible?
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Highlight
I made no such confession - see above on the 'anti-science' bit.
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Highlight
Heartland hasn't been funded by Exxon since 2006. and I'm not aware of any tobacco industry funding of the organization whatsoever.

appleimac
Highlight
Not in the least. When I wasn't funded by anybody, I still held the same position I have now.

appleimac
Highlight
No, I didn't. Nobody tells me what to say, do, or think, and nobody can establish that I'm paid in any fashion, contractually or on a consulting basis, to do the bidding of anybody. The mystery here is why Keating is seemingly unable to comprehend what the accusation must entail in order to be true.
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Highlight
While Keating demonstrates here that he can copy 'n paste text out of a secondary source which itself sites the source of the article, one wonders why he couldn't get the organization name right, the American Petroleum Institute.

appleimac
Highlight
Puh-lease. The folks who routinely scrub inconvenient truths are those on the pro-AGW side of the issue: http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Radford-minus-OA.jpg



What I really like is the last paragraph on his post (italics original):

With this notice, the reader is informed he/she will have no defense of “innocent
mistake” made because of lack of knowledge and may have legal liability for
defamation.

The reason I like this is because Mr. Cook tried to intimidate me with the threat of a lawsuit. When I
stood up to him he quickly backed down and claimed he wasn't threatening me. And yet, here he is
making a blanket threat of legal actions against anyone that says something he doesn't like. There
is a definite pattern of behavior. As before, he is trying to intimidate people by threatening to take
legal action. This is what is known as evidence of behavior and, in his parlance, is admissible in
court. I've been on record for a long time on this issue and I renew my statement - I look forward to
any of the anti-science people, including Russell Cook, taking me to court. I would really like to get
them on the witness stand. What fun that would be.

An editorial by Tom Harris has a number of interesting comments by this troll. What is interesting is
to see how I got a shout-out from Cook. The editorial is Climate change in presidential debates and
here's a screen shot of Cook's comments.

Cook's statements are very much alike. If he doesn't like it, he merely says it doesn't count and he
continues on his way. He's kind of like Danae in the comic strip Non Sequitur.

Source: Russell Cook

Source: Non Sequitur
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Highlight
No, my initial comment was a 'show us your proof'  ( http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Keating-5-15-weirdness-1024x939.jpg ), and since it looked like he had some kind of comprehension deficiency, I rephrased the challenge in an even more straightforward manner ( http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/KeatnoThreat.jpg )

appleimac
Highlight
No, my closing paragraph there indicates what potentially happens if a lawyer tells me that false accusations against me might be actionable when the person knows in advance that I've explained how I do not work for anybody as a paid shill ( http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/NotDefamed.jpg )

appleimac
Highlight
I am a person who embraces the Scientific Method, which also extends to basic forensic examination of any assertion. A person cannot make an authoritative assertion without evidence to back up the assertion.

appleimac
Highlight
More likely it would end up to be a miserable experience for AGW believers, as it would be their beliefs being put under scrutiny rather than their facts.

appleimac
Highlight
As seen in Keating's screencapture, I questioned details a 4-month old comment contained because I read it only recently after Keating had reproduced it verbatim at his blog less than a week ago ( http://dialoguesonglobalwarming.blogspot.com/2017/02/guest-post-more-on-harris-fossil-fuel.html ), Since it  involved a detail that I knew neither Keating nor the guest poster "Terry" would readily be able to defend, I thought I'd challenge the "Terry" person to defend the assertion, and see if Keating would rise to the challenge as well. Predictably, neither one has.

appleimac
Highlight
Hardly. As seen in the comment sequence at that online article's comment section, those two people didn't even try to defend themselves from my challenge.

http://williamsondailynews.com/opinion/columns/7310/climate-change-in-presidential-debates#comment-3167520526

appleimac
Sticky Note
Twitter told us the Arctic was above the melting point in December ( https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/806181252814340096 ), which was almost immediately contradicted by ...... Twitter: https://twitter.com/abhishekricky/status/806190123670867968
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Hey, if he says it's true, it must be true. Right? Except for one thing, he never provides any scientific
evidence to support his claims, even though he has frequently been invited to do so. Cook's method
is to merely mince words without adding any meaning or value to them. This is the definition of being
a troll. Then, he flags comments which go counter to his claims and gets them removed. This results
in the need for people to take screen shots to catch him at it.

So, the record is there. Russell Cook has confessed to being a paid shill. He's also shown he's a
troll with no credibility. So, why am I even bothering with him? Because, people like Cook and Tom
Harris go around saying we have a 'moral obligation' to help people affected by climate change, but
then work to convince people there is no climate change and we shouldn't do anything about it. They
take payment to block action on this serious issue and allow the human suffering to continue.
People are free to believe what they want, but they also have a right to know about the messengers
and what their motivations are. Deniers frequently complain that scientists only produce results that
will get their funding renewed. This is not only a false claim (there are plenty of organizations that
would fund any effort that could show climate change is not real), but they will also turn around and
claim the fact they are paid by the fossil fuel industry is not relevant. That is why I bother with people
like Russell Cook.

But, he's not all bad. He likes my blog.

Posted by Christopher Keating at 5:29 AM 1 Comment   
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Arguably, this statement is pure psychological projection on Keating's part, as he has repeatedly called me a paid shill without offering any evidence to prove it.
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Highlight
No, I have not confessed to any such thing, and if Keating or other similar-minded people ( http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/dogLockUp-998x1024.jpg ) were able to show what my non-credible material was concerning my details about the people and origins behind the smear of skeptic climate scientists, they would have shown that long ago.
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Highlight
I've never said there is no climate change, and neither has Harris. The only genuine climate change deniers in this issue are the enviro-activists demanding an unchanging climate set at a level from 150 years ago.

appleimac
Highlight
Show us the casualties.

appleimac
Highlight
Considering how small my strings-free grants are, nobody would say I'm in this to get rich. So what sinister motivation could I possibly have besides that?

appleimac
Highlight
Name one. But what organization would possibly advocate for a dead planet with an unchanging climate?

appleimac
Highlight
Paid to do what?! And if the accusation / insinuation is 'paid to lie to prevent the death of the fossil fuel industry', then for the upteenth time, where is the evidence proving that to be true?
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Highlight
Afraid not. I view it and similar sites such as ClimateCrocks.com more like an unending train wreck; it's so hard to comprehend how supposedly pro-science people can harbor such anti-science, anti-intellectual positions.
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Highlight
Considering how this "Terry" person managed to get his comment to work subsequently with functioning links, there should be no reason why it or other supposedly damaging comments from that person also didn't get deleted. Meanwhile, to the best of my knowledge, I've only succeeded at getting one comment to be deleted as a personal attack anywhere ( http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/pers-attack.jpg ). Meanwhile, as I noted here ( http://gelbspanfiles.com/?p=2792 ), my comments have been deleted when I've done no more than ask inconvenient questions. I'm even blocked from viewing one particular news presenter's Tweets: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/C0YZ8RXUkAA9cag.jpg:large
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Highlight
One of these days, I'll find a way to count up the number of times I've offered the NIPCC reports ( http://climatechangereconsidered.org/ ) in their various editions, from my mega-comment url collection, while also compiling the number of times other commenters blew those off as 'fabrications funded by 'Big Coal & Oil'.




